Labrador Retriever

Reviews

Extensive manual! It's this kind of very good read through. I actually have read and that I am confident that I am going to planning to study once again once more in the future. I am easily could possibly get a delight of looking at a composed publication.
(Ryder Purdy)
LABRADOR RETRIEVER

Barron’s Pet Handbooks present comprehensive pet care information on specific animals and breeds. They resemble Barron’s Complete Pet Owner’s Manuals series in general format, but have larger page counts and more detailed advice and instruction. This newly revised title tells prospective owners what they need to know about the friendly, gentle, and fun-loving Lab. Topics discussed include selecting a puppy, socializing the pet, house training, purchasing canine equipment, teaching basic obedience, communicating with your Lab, health maintenance, play activities, and more. Attractive color photos throughout the book.
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